ARRIVIAL & CHECK-IN
PROCESS

WELCOME TO THE GROSSE POINTE YACHT CLUB!
Welcome Sailors, Parents and Coaches. We are using an identification system to
facilitate participant identification and boat & dolly storage. The system assigns a
single 3 digit number to the sailor, the OPTI and the dolly. The number is used for
participant ID, Safety Sailing Board ID, boat and dolly organization and corresponds to
a labeled OPTI/dolly storage spot on the grounds.
Note: Launching from GPYC is restricted to USODA sanctioned racing schedule only.
There is no launching for practice sailing from GPYC.
UPON ARRIVAL
1. Enter the GPYC grounds and stop at the Security House. You will be directed to
turn to the right toward the Welcome Tent. Approach the tent and stop, you
will be immediately greeted by our Welcome Team, who will ask the name of
the sailor(s) in the vehicle. Once identified you will be provided an
Identification Packet consisting of: Sailor ID Wristband, an OPTI ID Sticker and a
Dolly ID Sticker. Additionally, you will be given a map of the grounds showing
the numbered OPTI/dolly storage areas (the numbers correspond to the OPTI &
dolly ID sticker numbers), a map & directions to the trailer storage facility, a
map & directions to the vehicle parking facility, a mandatory Concussion
Awareness Form, Safety Checklist, Sailor Code of Conduct and some general
information & instructions.
2. You will then be directed by the Welcome Team to the unloading areas. Here
you will unload your OPTI and dolly, attach the stickers in the manner indicated
below and then take your OPTI and dolly to your assigned storage spot.

Center Boat Sticker on Bow of OPTI
of Support Arm
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Place Dolly Sticker on Left Side
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3. Once your OPTI is placed in its storage spot, it will be necessary to move your
vehicle and trailer from the GPYC due to limited availability of parking and
storage space. Return to your vehicle and proceed out of the club parking lot,
back onto Lake Shore Drive and drive to the nearby trailer storage facility at
Colony Marine and then proceed to the vehicle parking facility at Grosse Pointe
North High School.
4. Once your vehicle is parked at Grosse Pointe North, you can take the shuttle
bus back to the GPYC and continue the Measurement and Check-in process.

MEASUREMENT & CHECK-IN
1. Upon arrival back at the GPYC, take your OPTI and proceed to the
Measurement Tent. The Welcome Team members will direct you to the
Measurement Queue, where you will await your turn for Measurement.
2. Once Measurement is complete and you have your necessary paperwork,
stickers and sail numbers, return your OPTI to the storage area and proceed to
the Tennis House – to complete the check-in process.
3. In the Tennis House you will turn in your Measurement document and Signed
Concussion Awareness Form, Safety Checklist and Sailor Code of Conduct. You
will be given a Welcome Bag with some “goodies” and local information. With
that the Check-in process is complete.
4. For those requiring ID flags for Coach, Judge or Spectator boats, visit the Flag
Tent, just outside of the Tennis House. Here you can fill out the Flag Form,
leave a deposit and acquire your flag.
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